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File:Blausen 0872 UpperRespiratorySystem.png
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

Size of this preview: 681 × 599 pixels. 
Original file (2,500 × 2,200 pixels, file size: 15.74 MB, MIME type: image/png) 

Summary
Description English: Upper Respiratory System. See a related animation (http://blausen.com/?Topic=9331) on this medical 

topic
Date 28 August 2013, 11:56:36

Source Own work
Author BruceBlaus. When using this image in external sources it can be cited as: 

◾ Blausen.com staff. "Blausen gallery 2014 (https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Blausen_gallery_2014)". 
Wikiversity Journal of Medicine. DOI:10.15347/wjm/2014.010 (http://dx.doi.org/10.15347/wjm/2014.010). 
ISSN 20018762 (http://www.worldcat.org/issn/20018762).

Permission
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not need to request permission as long as you follow any licensing requirements mentioned on this 
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Wikimedia has received an e-mail confirming that the copyright holder has approved publication 
under the terms mentioned on this page. This correspondence has been reviewed by an OTRS 
member and stored in our permission archive. The correspondence is available to trusted volunteers as 
ticket #2013061010006654.
If you have questions about the archived correspondence, please use the OTRS noticeboard. Ticket link: 
https://ticket.wikimedia.org/otrs/index.pl?Action=AgentTicketZoom&TicketNumber=2013061010006654

This biology image could be recreated using vector graphics as an SVG file. This has several advantages; 
see Commons:Media for cleanup for more information. If an SVG form of this image is available, please upload it and 
afterwards replace this template with {{vector version available|new image name.svg}}.

Licensing
I, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish it under the following license:

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en) license.

You are free: 
◾ to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work◾ to remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions: 
◾ attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or 

licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the 
work).

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 

Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 16:32, 28 August 2013 2,500 × 2,200 
(15.74 MB) BruceBlaus (talk | contribs) User created page with 

UploadWizard

◾ You cannot overwrite this file.

File usage on Commons
There are no pages that link to this file. 

File usage on other wikis
The following other wikis use this file: 
◾ Usage on ar.wikipedia.org ◾ بلص كنح



◾ ◾كنحلا عارش Usage on en.wikipedia.org ◾ Eustachian tube◾ Respiratory tract◾ Soft palate◾ Nasal concha◾ Hard palate◾ Pharynx◾ Usage on en.wikiversity.org ◾ Wikiversity Journal of Medicine/Blausen gallery 2014◾ Usage on he.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾עול Usage on lt.wikipedia.org ◾ Kvėpavimo takai◾ Usage on pt.wikipedia.org ◾ Palato mole◾ Usage on te.wikipedia.org ◾ �� స వ� వస�◾ �� సమా��ము◾ Usage on tr.wikipedia.org ◾ Nazofarenks◾ Usage on vi.wikipedia.org ◾ Trachea (bướm đêm)

Metadata
This file contains additional information, such as EXIF metadata, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to create or 
digitize it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file. The timestamp is only 
as accurate as the clock in the camera and may be completely wrong.

Retrieved from "https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?
title=File:Blausen_0872_UpperRespiratorySystem.png&oldid=135377049" 
Categories: Images from Blausen Medical Communications Upper Respiratory System Human pharynx Oral cavity Nasal cavity

◾ This page was last modified on 25 September 2014, at 19:08.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may apply. By using this site, you 
agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.



File:Gray956.png
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

No higher resolution available.
Gray956.png (450 × 354 pixels, file size: 33 KB, MIME type: image/png) 

Description Laryngoscopic view of interior of larynx.
Plate 956
Date before 1858

Source ◾ Henry Gray (1918) Anatomy of the Human Body (See "Book" section below)◾ Bartleby.com: Gray's Anatomy (http://www.bartleby.com/107/), Plate 956 
(http://www.bartleby.com/107/illus956.html)

Author Henry Vandyke Carter (1831–1897) 
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Author Henry Gray (1827–1861) 
Editor Revised by Warren H. Lewis
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Start this Book

Illustrator Henry Vandyke Carter (1831–1897) 
Title Anatomy of the Human Body

Edition 20
Publisher Lea and Febiger

Year of 
publication 1918

Place of 
publication Philadelphia and New York

Page 
overview list of all the plates

Source Bartleby (http://www.bartleby.com/107/)

Licensing
This image is in the public domain because it is a mere mechanical scan or photocopy of a public 
domain original, or – from the available evidence – is so similar to such a scan or photocopy that no 
copyright protection can be expected to arise. The original itself is in public domain for the following 
reason: 

This work is in the public domain in its country of origin and other countries and areas 
where the copyright term is the author's life plus 100 years or less. 
This work is in the public domain in the United States because it was published (or 
registered with the U.S. Copyright Office) before January 1, 1923.

This file has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all related and neighboring rights. 
(https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/deed.en)

This tag is designed for use where there may be a need to assert that any enhancements (eg brightness, contrast, colour-
matching, sharpening) are in themselves insufficiently creative to generate a new copyright. It can be used where it is 
unknown whether any enhancements have been made, as well as when the enhancements are clear but insufficient. For known 
raw unenhanced scans you can use an appropriate {{PD-old}} tag instead. For usage, see Commons:When to use the PD-scan 
tag.



Note: This tag applies to scans and photocopies only. For photographs of public domain originals taken from afar, 
{{PD-Art}} may be applicable. See Commons:When to use the PD-Art tag.

Same as Gray969.png

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 

Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 04:59, 29 July 2005 450 × 354 
(33 KB)

Keenan 
Pepper (talk | contribs)

{{Gray's Anatomy 
plate|Laryngoscopic 
view of interior of 
larynx.}}

◾ You cannot overwrite this file.

File usage on Commons
The following page links to this file: 
◾ Gray's Anatomy plates

File usage on other wikis
The following other wikis use this file: 
◾ Usage on ar.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾ةرجنح ◾ةيتوص لابحأ Usage on bg.wikipedia.org ◾ Потребител:Fadams/Човешкото тяло◾ Списък на фигурите в Анатомията на Грей: XI. Спланхнология◾ Гласни струни◾ Usage on ca.wikipedia.org ◾ Laringe◾ Plecs vocals◾ Afonia◾ Usage on ckb.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾ێشکشک Usage on cs.wikipedia.org ◾ Hlasivky◾ Usage on de.wikipedia.org 



◾ Gesang◾ Menschliche Stimme◾ Involution (Medizin)◾ Gesangspädagogik◾ Benutzer:W.S.Herrmann/Spielwiese/Involution (Sprache)◾ Usage on de.wikibooks.org ◾ Topographische Anatomie: Vordere Rumpfwand◾ Topographische Anatomie: Hals: Kehlkopf◾ Usage on en.wikipedia.org ◾ Vocal folds◾ Cuneiform cartilages◾ Corniculate cartilages◾ Aryepiglottic fold◾ Vestibular fold◾ Vocal pedagogy◾ Vestibular ligament◾ User:Was a bee/Gray◾ Usage on eo.wikipedia.org ◾ Voĉkordoj◾ Usage on es.wikipedia.org ◾ Cuerdas vocales◾ Usage on eu.wikipedia.org ◾ Ahots-kordak◾ Usage on fa.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾هرجنح ◾یتوص یاه هدرپ Usage on fi.wikipedia.org ◾ Äänihuulet◾ Usage on fr.wikipedia.org ◾ Intubation trachéale◾ Corde vocale◾ Glotte◾ Prononciation de l'hébreu◾ Usage on gv.wikipedia.org ◾ Goolag◾ Usage on he.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾106ןויכרא/ץועיי קפלד:הידפיקיו Usage on hr.wikipedia.org ◾ Grkljan◾ Usage on hu.wikipedia.org ◾ Gége◾ Usage on hy.wikipedia.org ◾ Կոկորդի կարկամում◾ Usage on is.wikipedia.org 



◾ Raddbönd◾ Usage on it.wikipedia.org ◾ Corde vocali◾ Utente:NuM3tal95◾ Usage on ja.wikipedia.org ◾ 声帯◾ Usage on ko.wikipedia.org ◾ 성대 (기관)◾ Usage on ku.wikipedia.org ◾ Lêvên deng◾ Usage on la.wikipedia.org ◾ Plica vocalis◾ Usage on nl.wikipedia.org ◾ Stemband◾ Laryngospasme◾ Usage on nn.wikipedia.org ◾ Stemmeband
View more global usage of this file. 

Retrieved from "https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Gray956.png&oldid=151822641" 
Categories: Gray's Anatomy plates Human voice

◾ This page was last modified on 2 March 2015, at 16:39.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may 
apply. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.



File:Larynx external en.svg
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

Size of this preview: 692 × 600 pixels. 
Original file (SVG file, nominally 1,125 × 975 pixels, file size: 113 KB) 

This image rendered as PNG in other widths: 200px, 500px, 1000px, 2000px.
Description English: Larynx - antero-lateral view, with external muscles of larynx visible. Version with english descriptions on 

the picture.
This vector image was created with Inkscape.

Date 02:44, 3 February 2008 (UTC) (upload on commons)
Source Own work, modified SVG version of PD picture from Gray's Anatomy.
Author Olek Remesz (wiki-pl: Orem, commons: Orem)
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English (original) multilingual (original) azərbaycanca (PNG) español

italiano galego

Licensing
I, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish it under the following license:
This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en), 2.0 Generic 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en) and 1.0 Generic 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/1.0/deed.en) license.

You are free: 
◾ to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work◾ to remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions: 
◾ attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or 

licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).◾ share alike – If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the 
resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one.

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 



Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 05:15, 1 May 2009 1,125 × 975 
(113 KB) Quuxplusone (talk | contribs) Fixed typo "ligmament" -> "ligament"; 

cleaned up Inkscape cruft in the XML

02:44, 3 February 2008 1,125 × 975 
(175 KB) Orem (talk | contribs)

{{Information |Description= 
{{en|Larynx - antero-lateral view, with 
external muscles of larynx visible. 
Version with english descriptions on the 
picture. }} <center>{{inkscape}}
</center> |Source= Own work, modified 
SVG version of PD 
[[Image:Gray951.jpg|

◾ You cannot overwrite this file.

File usage on Commons
The following 7 pages link to this file: 
◾ File:Laringe externa es.svg◾ File:Larynx external az.png◾ File:Larynx external base.svg◾ File:Larynx external en.svg◾ File:Larynx external gl.svg◾ File:Larynx external it.svg◾ Template:Other versions/Larynx external

File usage on other wikis
The following other wikis use this file: 
◾ Usage on an.wikipedia.org ◾ Larinche◾ Usage on ar.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾ةرجنح Usage on bar.wikipedia.org ◾ Benutzer:Luki/De easchtn Wuat◾ De easchtn Wuat◾ Usage on ca.wikipedia.org ◾ Llista d'ossos de l'esquelet humà◾ Usage on cs.wikipedia.org ◾ Hrtan◾ Štítná chrupavka◾ Hrtanová chrupavka◾ Prstencová chrupavka◾ Usage on de.wikipedia.org ◾ Schildknorpel◾ Arteria laryngea superior◾ Usage on de.wiktionary.org ◾ Kehlkopf◾ Usage on en.wikipedia.org ◾ Larynx◾ Articulatory phonetics◾ Tracheal intubation◾ Origin of language



◾ Airway management◾ Cricoid cartilage◾ Thyroid cartilage◾ Cricothyroid ligament◾ Cricothyroid muscle◾ Conus elasticus◾ Lateral thyrohyoid ligament◾ Thyrohyoid membrane◾ Cricothyrotomy◾ Superior laryngeal artery◾ Internal laryngeal nerve◾ Median thyrohyoid ligament◾ Cricothyroid articulation◾ Median cricothyroid ligament◾ Victor Negus◾ Origin of speech◾ Surgical airway management◾ Advanced airway management◾ Usage on en.wikibooks.org ◾ Radiation Oncology/Head & Neck/Anatomy◾ Usage on en.wikisource.org ◾ User:Sengai Podhuvan/Phonemes (Articulations), Tolkappiyam 1-3◾ Usage on en.wiktionary.org ◾ larynx◾ Usage on eo.wikipedia.org ◾ Laringo◾ Usage on eu.wikipedia.org ◾ Laringe◾ Tiroide kartilago◾ Usage on fa.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾هرجنح Usage on hak.wikipedia.org ◾ Hèu-thèu◾ Usage on he.wikipedia.org ◾ ◾יתעבטה סוחסה Usage on hu.wikipedia.org ◾ Ligamentum ceratocricoideus lateralis◾ Ligamentum ceratocricoideus anterior◾ Ligamentum ceratocricoideus posterior◾ Ligamentum crico-arytenoideus posterior◾ Ligamentum thyro-epiglotticus◾ Ligamentum cricotrachealis◾ Ligamentum thyrohyoideus lateralis
View more global usage of this file. 

Metadata
This file contains additional information, such as EXIF metadata, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to create or 
digitize it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file. The timestamp is only as 
accurate as the clock in the camera and may be completely wrong.

Retrieved from "https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Larynx_external_en.svg&oldid=132229393" 
Categories: Human anatomy plates and drawings Respiratory system Larynx Hyoid bones Ligaments SVG Gray's Anatomy plates



◾ This page was last modified on 21 August 2014, at 09:50.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may apply. By using this site, you 
agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.



File:Sondeintubation.jpg
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

No higher resolution available.
Sondeintubation.jpg (800 × 600 pixels, file size: 74 KB, MIME type: image/jpeg) 

Summary
Description sonde d'intubation tracheale

Date 23 May 2007
Source Self-photographed
Author bigomar2

Other versions Derivative works of this file: Sondeintubation new.jpg

Licensing
I, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish it under the following licenses:

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 
1.2 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover 
Texts. A copy of the license is included in the section entitled GNU Free Documentation License. 

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en) license.

You are free: 
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◾ to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work◾ to remix – to adapt the work
Under the following conditions: 
◾ attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in 

any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).◾ share alike – If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only 
under the same or similar license to this one.

This licensing tag was added to this file as part of the GFDL licensing update.

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en), 2.0 Generic (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

sa/2.0/deed.en) and 1.0 Generic (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/1.0/deed.en) license.

You are free: 
◾ to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work◾ to remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions: 
◾ attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in 

any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).◾ share alike – If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting work only 
under the same or similar license to this one.

You may select the license of your choice.

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 

Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 14:04, 23 May 2007 800 × 600 
(74 KB) Bigomar2 (talk | contribs)

{{Information |Description=sonde d'intubation tracheale 
|Source=photographie personnelle |Date=23 mai 2007 
|Author=bigomar2 |Permission= |other_versions= }} 
Category:medicine

◾ You cannot overwrite this file.

File usage on Commons
There are no pages that link to this file. 

File usage on other wikis
The following other wikis use this file: 
◾ Usage on en.wikipedia.org ◾ Tracheal intubation◾ Intensive care medicine◾ Tracheal tube◾ Tracheobronchial injury◾ Usage on fr.wikipedia.org ◾ Intubation trachéale◾ Usage on it.wikipedia.org ◾ Progetto:Laboratorio grafico/Immagini da migliorare/Archivio/45◾ Usage on sv.wikipedia.org ◾ Endotrachealtub◾ Kuff◾ Usage on ur.wikipedia.org 



◾ یلن یماغر لخاد

Retrieved from "https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Sondeintubation.jpg&oldid=118687798" 
Category: Intubation

◾ This page was last modified on 10 March 2014, at 05:16.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may apply. By using this site, you agree to the Terms 
of Use and Privacy Policy.



File:Tracheal tube stylet.JPG
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

Size of this preview: 800 × 302 pixels. 
Original file (3,942 × 1,487 pixels, file size: 2.25 MB, MIME type: image/jpeg); ZoomViewer: flash/no flash

Description English: An endotracheal tube stylet, useful in facilitating orotracheal intubation.
Italiano: Un mandrino, utilizzato per facilitare l'indubazione orotracheale

Date 25 July 2010 (originally posted on 04:11, 22 July 2010 (UTC))
Source Transferred from en.Wikipedia
Author DiverDave (talk) (on en.wiki)

Licensing
DiverDave, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publishes it under the following license:

This file is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en) license.

Attribution: DiverDave
You are free: 
◾ to share – to copy, distribute and transmit the work◾ to remix – to adapt the work

Under the following conditions: 
◾ attribution – You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but not in 

any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 

Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 16:14, 25 July 2010 3,942 × 1,487 
(2.25 MB) DoppioM (talk | contribs)

{{Information |Description = {{en|An endotracheal tube stylet, 
useful in facilitating orotracheal intubation.}} {{it|Un 
mandrino, utilizzato per facilitare l'indubazione orotracheale}} 
|Source = Transferred from [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fi
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File usage on Commons
There are no pages that link to this file. 

File usage on other wikis
The following other wikis use this file: 
◾ Usage on en.wikipedia.org ◾ Tracheal intubation◾ User:DiverDave/Images◾ Usage on it.wikipedia.org ◾ Mandrino (medicina)

Metadata
This file contains additional information, such as EXIF metadata, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to create or digitize it. If the file 
has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file. The timestamp is only as accurate as the clock in the camera 
and may be completely wrong.

Camera manufacturer Canon
Camera model Canon PowerShot SD780 IS
Exposure time 1/20 sec (0.05)

F-number f/3.2
ISO speed rating 250

Date and time of data generation 10:40, 21 July 2010
Lens focal length 5.9 mm

Retrieved from "https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Tracheal_tube_stylet.JPG&oldid=157202389" 
Category: Intubation

◾ This page was last modified on 15 April 2015, at 12:38.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may apply. By using this site, you agree to the Terms 
of Use and Privacy Policy.



File:Macintosh Blades.jpg
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Size of this preview: 450 × 600 pixels. 
Original file (600 × 800 pixels, file size: 175 KB, MIME type: image/jpeg) 

Summary
Description Laryngoscope with Macintosh type curved blades. The complete range of sizes is 

shown: sizes 0 (neonate) through 4 (large adult)
Source I (Sasata (talk)) created this work entirely by myself.

Open in Media Viewer



Date 03:10, 13 August 2010 (UTC)
Author Sasata (talk)

Permission
(Reusing this 

file)
See below.

Licensing
I, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publish it under the following license:

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/) 
License. 

This is a candidate to be copied to Wikimedia Commons. Freely 
licensed or public domain media are more accessible to other 
Wikimedia projects if placed on Commons. Any user may perform 
this move—please see Moving files to the Commons for more 
information. 
Please thoroughly review the copyright status of this file and ensure 
that it is actually eligible for transfer to Commons. If you are 
concerned that this file could have problems with its attribution 
information and/or copyright status, then remove this notice and DO 
NOT transfer it to Commons. By transferring this file to Commons, 
you acknowledge you have read this message and are willing to 
accept any and all consequences for inappropriate transfers. Repeat 
violators will be blocked from editing.
If you have checked the file and it is OK to move to Commons add 
"|human=username" to the template so other users can see it has been checked 
and can help you copy the file to Commons.
If the file has already been moved to Commons, then consider nominating the file 
for deletion or changing the template to {{Now Commons}}
If the file can't be moved to Commons because it doesn't fit Commons' scope, 
then use {{Do not move to Commons|reason=Why it can't be moved to 
Commons}}



If you think that a local copy of this file should be kept, 
then use {{Keep local}}. Consider using {{Keep 
local|reason=Why the English Wikipedia needs a 
local copy}}
Please ensure that the file has a properly descriptive and 
unambiguous name before moving it to Commons. See 
here when to rename a file.

Copy to Commons: via wmfLabs CommonsHelper 
(https://tools.wmflabs.org/commonshelper/?
interface=en&image=Macintosh_Blades.jpg&lang=en)

Notice: This file was flagged by a bot 
(User:Fbot) for transfer, so also remember to 
check if file is usable before moving it to 
Commons.

File history
Click on a date/time to view the file as it appeared at that time. 

Date/Time Thumbnail Dimensions User Comment

current 03:10, 13 August 2010 600 × 800 
(175 KB) Sasata (talk | contribs)

{{Information 
|Description = 
Laryngoscope 
with Macintosh 
type curved 
blades. The 
complete range of 
sizes is shown: 
sizes 0 (neonate) 
through 4 (large 
adult) |Source = I 
(~~~) created this 
work entirely by 
myself. |Date = 
~~~~~ |Au

◾ You cannot overwrite this file.

File usage
The following pages on the English Wikipedia link to this file (pages on other projects are not listed):



◾ Laryngoscopy◾ Robert Reynolds Macintosh◾ Tracheal intubation

Metadata
This file contains additional information, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to 
create or digitize it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully 
reflect the modified file.

Camera manufacturer Apple
Camera model iPhone 3G

F-number f/2.8
Date and time of data generation 16:08, 12 August 2010

Retrieved from "https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=File:Macintosh_Blades.jpg&oldid=468562607" 
Categories: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 files Move to Commons Priority Candidates
Copy to Wikimedia Commons (bot-assessed)

◾ This page was last modified on 30 December 2011, at 09:05.◾ Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms 
may apply. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Wikipedia® is a 
registered trademark of the Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., a non-profit organization.



File:Laryngoscopes-Miller blades.JPG
From Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository

Size of this preview: 680 × 599 pixels. 
Original file (3,269 × 2,881 pixels, file size: 3.24 MB, MIME type: image/jpeg); ZoomViewer: flash/no flash

Summary
Description English: Laryngoscope handles with an assortment of Miller blades

Date 21 July 2010
Source Own work
Author DiverDave (talk)

Licensing
User:DiverDave, the copyright holder of this work, hereby publishes it under the following license:
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